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The investigations on our recently introduced unified
acidity scale [1] based on the absolute chemical potential of the proton pointed out the inadequateness of the
established GA scale. Earlier it was inter alia found that,
when trying to correlate pKa with GA values, in several
cases the correlation was broken without any sufficient
explanation [2,3]. However, the GA does not take into
account the pressure dependent speciation in the gas
phase. In this contribution we systematically extend the
theory of acidity in the gas phase from standard GAs
and GBs to the real existing bulk phases [4].
Furthermore we present the rCCC (relaxed COSMO
cluster-continuum) model [5], a quantum chemical solvation model for the calculation of Gibbs solvation energies of the proton with good accuracy. The rCCC values
can be used to anchor individual pH scales in different
solvents to our universal scale.
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